
   

       

  Emerald Treasures Chilly Irish Hamper
 
£211.11

OUT OF STOCK

Quick Overview
This treasure chest of Irish goodies features smoked Irish salmon and
baked Irish ham to add a savoury surprise. The recipient will
experience an array of Irish flavours to tingle their taste buds digging
through this treasure chest of goodies. This basket is coming winter
2022. 

  Details
 
We have scoured the corners of the Emerald Isle to create perfectly all-Ireland traditional hampers. In our all new Emerald Indulgence Irish
Hamper you will find all-Ireland products. We are proud to be able to deliver hampers with a traditional, tasteful selection of all-Ireland
produce, direct to the recipient. We made it our mission to select only the highest quality, traditional products in all of our Emerald Irish
hampers, creating a balanced mix between sweet and savoury products. On the sweet front, knowing that chocolate cake is a traditional staple
in hampers we made sure to include a freshly baked chocolate cake that we always receive amazing reviews about, and included a variety of
chocolate’s from all-Ireland’s finest chocolatiers. With cheese being a large product of Ireland, there is a traditional 200g cheese round in every
Emerald Irish hamper, accompanied by a traditional Irish farmhouse chutney, and Irish oatcakes. It is well known how much all-Ireland love tea,
and so we included a box of tea bags to be enjoyed with many of the traditional snacks in this all-Ireland hamper. The produce within our all-
Ireland Hampers are traditional, well loved favourites by all of Ireland. We made sure not to include any items which stray too far from the
classic views of hampers, meaning this gift can be enjoyed by everyone. This gift is an ideal size to be enjoyed by a small group of people like a
family, yet it is not too grand to be enjoyed by an individual who would enjoy a taste of Ireland. Our Emerald Indulgence all-Ireland hampers
have a strong green theme running through it to emphasise the Irishness of the product, we deliberately choose green coloured packaging and
a beautiful green satin bow to finish of the product. The beauty of the colour green is synonymous with Ireland, shamrocks, leprechauns, and
emeralds. How could anyone not see the beauty in this Emerald all-Ireland Hamper! Sourced from only the best suppliers across all-Ireland we
have complied a selection of only the best items to create not a basket of goodies, but a perfectly blended gift hamper. The beauty our all-
Ireland hampers is that they can be sent for any occasion. Whether that be birthday, celebration, or thinking of you. It is suitable for all and no
matter the occasion everyone enjoys a little indulgence.  

Additional Information
 
Contents Due to International Supply Chain delays, the 2021 planned launched of this Hamper is delayed until next

year. Apologies for any inconvenience this may cause. Chilled Foods: Ummera 100g Organic Smoked
Salmon Traditional Carved Ham Brady Family 130g Sweet Gourmet Foods: Handmade
Strawberry&Champagne Truffles Skelligs 150g 'The Chocolate Box' Butlers 160g Original Irish Oat Cookies
Kilbeggan 200g Luxury Fruit Jellies, Confiseur en Provence 90g West Cork Bakery Chocolate cake 400g
Rhubarb&Ginger Handmade Jam Brownlees Preserves 225g Belgian Golden Beries coated in White
Chocolate 90g MeltingPot Vegan Vanilla Fudge 90g GuiltFree Chocolate Apple Sticks Lismore Food
Company 25g CookieShots- Blondie Biscuits Foods of Athenry, 120g Handcrafted Enrobed Shortbread
Holmes Bakery 200g Lismore Food Orange With Dark Chocolate Fine Biscuits, 150g Graham's Traditional
Irish Shortbread 135g FairTrade Chocolate Mango slices by Forest Feast 150g Savoury Gourmet Foods:
Handmade Fruit Chutney Crossogue Preserves 225g Murragh Cheese Truckle Bandon Vale 200g Vintage
Cheese Truckle Nutty Cheddar Bandon Vale 200g Gourmet Honeyed Sodabread Toasts with Rosemary
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Foods of Athenry 110g Sustainable Vegetable Crisps Pinkfinch 35g OvenBaked Seasoned Almonds Forest
Feast 40g Ditty's Handmade Irish Oatcakes 150g Drinks: SD Bells Tea Bags 80's Natural Leaf Tea Tin SD Bells
125g 5 Barista Coffee Bags SD Bells
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